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Numerical analysis of asphalt concrete milling process based on multicomponent modeling

Zhou Liqun* Liu Yi Wang Zhennan Li Yuping Zhang Kui Zhang Gaofeng
Mechanical Engineering School of Xiangtan University, Xiangtan City,411105,Hunan Province,China

Abstract: In this paper, according to the different physical properties of each component of asphalt

concrete, a finite element simulation is used to build a mechanical constitutive model for the concrete

cutting processes. When the machine cutter contacts different aggregate particles, the variation rules of

mechanical information are obtained and studied. The main research work includes: (1) The track and

force of the tool in the cutting process are defined, and then the track equation of the tool tip and the

calculation formula of friction resistance are obtained. The relationship between the friction resistance and

working parameters is clarified. (2)From the multicompont modeling, the internal components of asphalt

concrete are refined, and the mechanical properties of asphalt mortar and aggregate particles are set up.

Random feeding of different aggregate particles in asphalt concrete specimens is completed by using

Python software and Monte carlo method. After the simulation, the results are imported into numerical

software to generate the variation curve of tool friction resistance, so as to obtain the rule of its change

with various factors, and according to the above studies, the optimal working parameters combination of

the milling planer are summarized.

Key words：Milling planer; Asphalt concrete; Monte carlo method; Finite element analysis

Introduction

Asphalt concrete pavement is a multiphase composite material composed of aggregate and asphalt

mortar (Ref 1 ), which is widely used on highways.

Most urban roads and highways in China use asphalt concrete as pavement materials. That asphalt

pavement adopts road petroleum asphalt or its processed products is determined combining with local

experience (Ref 2). Under the current situation, as the total mileage of roads increases and the number of

years of its use increase, the burden of road maintenance and repair work becomes heavier and heavier, so

it is necessary to develop a kind of mechanical equipment at the moment to perform the work. The milling

planer machine is an asphalt concrete road maintenance tool (Ref 3 ). The main function of it is to cut off

the old road surface and recycle the milled asphalt waste and prepare for paving new materials (Ref 4).

The throwing plate on the cutting rotor of it can be used for collecting and cutting waste while rotating and

milling. It is convenient to operate and recycle the waste and reuse, has the effect of saving and
*Corresponding author: Zhou Liqun, Mechanical Engineering School of Xiangtan University, 411105, Hunan
Province, China. Email: 1517281650@qq.com.
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environmental protection, and is the most economical modern maintenance method at present. The passed

researching method for the milling process is to consider the asphalt concrete as a monolithic

homogeneous material, that is, based on the empirical method of representational theory to evaluate the

mechanical properties of the mixture, and it is difficult to faithfully display the tool mechanics(Ref 3,5).

The biggest problem for the planer machine in use is the uneven wear of the cutters. The uneven

variation of the cutting force during the actual milling process causes abnormal wear of the tool(Ref 6,7).

The most accurate and effective research method in theory is to determine the cutting resistance of milling

cutters by experiments. However, the cost of experimental verification is high, the time is long, and the

construction of the experimental platform is complicated, which is not conducive to wide-scale promotion.

At present, thanks to the rapid development of computer simulation technology, in this paper, the finite

element simulation software is used to further refine the internal components of asphalt concrete from the

perspective of mesomechanics, and separately set various physical parameters of asphalt mortar and coarse

aggregate(Ref 8-10). The random distribution algorithm makes the distribution of aggregates in the asphalt

concrete model as close as possible to the real situation(Ref 11,12). Compared with the traditional method,

this study more realistically reflects the working condition of the milling machine, and has high practical

value for the research and design for it.

1. Physical property test and constitutive model selection of asphalt concrete

1.1 Asphalt concrete physical performance parameters

(1) Compressive strength

Through test, the asphalt concrete compressive strength is shown in table 1. Therefore, the average

value of 4.47 MPa is taken in the simulation.

(2) Shear strength

It can be seen from the figure 1 that the shear strength of asphalt concrete tested at room temperature

varies from 0.6 MPa to 1.5 MPa, In this paper, 1.1MPa is taken as its shear strength value.

1.2 Selection of asphalt concrete material model

The Johnson-Cook model can simulate the thermo-viscoplastic deformation of asphalt concrete

pavement at high strain rates, which can be expressed as:

0

( ) 1 ln 1
m

n transition

melt transition

A B C    
 





                          
(1)

In the formula:

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e7%83%ad%e7%b2%98%e5%a1%91%e6%80%a7&tjType=sentence&style=&t=thermo-viscoplastic
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——Equivalent plastic stress;

 ——Equivalent plastic strain;



——Plastic strain rate;

0

——Initial plastic strain rate;

melt ——Material melting temperature;

transition ——Material transition temperature;

A——Initial yield stress;

B——Hardening coefficient;

C——Strain rate coefficient;

n——Work hardening coefficient;

m——Temperature softening coefficient.

The parameters are set using the Johnson-Cook model, and the data is shown in the table 2.

1.3 Related material parameters determination

Material parameters include tool, asphalt concrete parameters, and unit system. The tool material is

40CrNiMo hard alloy steel, and the material parameters are shown in the table 3, table 4.

2. Mechanical and kinematic analysis of cutting rotor and cutting process

2.1 Tool motion analysis
According to the motion diagram shown in Fig. 2 and the trajectory equation of the tool 1 and the tool

2, the trajectory 1K
'
1K equation of the tool 1 is:
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For the trajectory of tool 2, the 2K '
2K equation is:
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(3)

In the formula:
R——Cutting radius together with the cutter， (mm)；

v——Feed rate， (mm/s)；

n——Cutting rotor speed， (r/min)；
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1 ——Tool 1 rotation angle， (rad)；

2 ——Tool 2 rotation angle， (rad).

The cutting thickness calculation formula is:

   212
2

12 yyxxd  (4)

When tool 1 completes the cut, the cut-out point coordinates are:

 










HRy

yRnvx
'
1

2'
1

2'
1

'
1 /30 

(5)

Among them, the tool 1 corner '
1 has:

  ]/[arccos'
1 RHR  (6)

For tool 2 :

  12012 /tan yLLx  (7)

In the actual working process, it is difficult to describe the variation of the cutting thickness of the

tool in real time with an intuitive mathematical formula, so the average cutting thickness is usually used:

2
maxdd  (8)

2.2 Tool force analysis

The force on the tool during cutting process can be divided into the compression force acted by the

materials to be cut and the friction force by chip breaking off. The tool force may be decomposed into

three directions: X-direction resistance Fx, Y-direction resistance Fy and chip flow direction friction

resistance Fμ. The X-direction resistance Fx is in the positive direction along the X-axis, and the

Y-direction resistance Fy is in the positive direction along the Y-axis and perpendicular to the feeding

direction. The resultant force can be expressed as Fxy, as shown in figure 3 (Ref 4).

The frictional resistance of the cutter can be calculated by the following formula:

   ]2/-sin-2/-cos[ 212y212x   FFF (9)

In the formula, μ is the friction coefficient between asphalt concrete chips and rake face during the

working process, and in this paper, μ=0.5.

When the cutting thickness of the tool is d at a certain moment, the milling resistance moment Mz can

be expressed as:

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%88%87%e5%b1%91%e6%b5%81&tjType=sentence&style=&t=chip+flow
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e6%91%a9%e6%93%a6%e5%9b%a0%e6%95%b0&tjType=sentence&style=&t=friction+coefficient
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%89%8d%e5%88%80%e9%9d%a2&tjType=sentence&style=&t=rake+face
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%88%87%e5%89%8a%e9%98%bb%e5%8a%9b%e7%9f%a9&tjType=sentence&style=&t=milling+resistance+torsion
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(10)

Most milling machine tool part of the tool head is cone, in the cutting process, the cutting area of the

part in contact with the road surface is

 
2

2/sin 2
2 


dS (11)

In conclusion, according to the above mechanical analysis of the tool, the movement trajectory of the

tool tip will be affected by the working parameters. From the formula of tool friction resistance and its

moment of resistance, we can get the specific values of the two, and also find that the magnitude of the

two is directly related to the above three main working parameters. In this paper, the method of the

controlling variables is used to study the influence of the above working parameters on the cutting of the

milling machine. Among them, the cutting resistance components Fx and Fy in both directions can be

obtained in the simulation analysis, while the rotation angle of tool 2 changes with time, but it can be

obtained through geometric calculation. Thus the cutting resistance and resistance moment can be

calculated by using the related data.

2.3 Mechanical model of rotor cutting process of the milling planer

In the process of cutting, the actual cutting resistance of the cutter is three-dimensional space force,

at any time the tool cutting resistance can be broken down into the tip point trajectory tangent direction of

the tangential force Fy, along the cutting rotor blade tool tip and the instantaneous velocity center of

attachment point speed force Fx and cutting rotor axis parallel to the lateral force and Fz, as shown in

figure 4.

Due to the physical structures of asphalt concrete, the cutting resistance and cutting depth on the tool

change during the cutting process with time. But the default cutting resistance of the tool at a certain

moment is a fixed value, and then the XYZ coordinate system is established to decompose and analyze it

in three directions. At this time, the calculation formula of cutting force F is:

      zyx kFjFiFF  (12)

In the formula, i, j and k are unit vectors of X, Y and Z axes.

The size of cutting resistance F is:

2
z

2
y

2
x FFFF  (13)

The force component Fz parallel to the axis of the cutting rotor can significantly alleviate the

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e9%93%a3%e5%88%a8%e6%9c%ba&tjType=sentence&style=&t=milling+machine
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%b7%a5%e4%bd%9c%e5%8f%82%e6%95%b0&tjType=sentence&style=&t=working+parameters
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e9%80%9f%e5%ba%a6%e7%9e%ac%e5%bf%83&tjType=sentence&style=&t=instantaneous+velocity+center
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e6%b2%a5%e9%9d%92%e6%b7%b7%e5%87%9d%e5%9c%9f&tjType=sentence&style=&t=asphalt+concrete
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eccentric wear of the cutter, and because the tool on the cutting rotor is symmetrically distributed, the force

component can balance each other. Therefore, we mainly study the motion and mechanical rules of the tool

in the XY plane, as shown in Fig. 5.

The resistance Fxy , in the XY plane will cause the tool to produce the resistance moment Mz

perpendicular to the axis of the rotor. However, in the actual working process, this resistance moment is

caused by the tangential resistance Fτ along the direction of the instantaneous velocity of the tool. The

cutting stress on tool 2 is：

d
FE

σ 






00418.0 (14)

In the formula:

Fτ ——The tool tangential resistance, unit N

d ——The tool depth of the cutter at any time in mm

E∑ ——The elastic modulus vector sum of the asphalt concrete and tool materials;

ρ∑——Curvature radius of the road at the tool tip

Substituting relevant data into the equation (14), we got








 





 2

2
2

1

2
1 11

2
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(15)

241072.5 


 d
E

F


 (16)

In this formula：

υ１——The asphalt concrete Poisson's ratio

υ２——The Poisson's ratio of the tool material;

E1——The elastic modulus of asphalt concrete;

E２——The elastic modulus of tool material.

Since the elastic modulus of tool material is much higher than the asphalt concrete, and the Poisson's

ratio of them is small, 1-v1≈1 and 1-v2≈1, then it can be simplified into:

2

1

41086.2 


 d
E

F  (17)

Here ρ１ and ρ２ are respectively the radius of curvature of the tool and the contact point of the road

surface at different times. ρ１ is the radius of curvature at the beginning of the cutting process, which is

numerically equal to the radius of the cutting rotor.

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e9%98%bb%e5%8a%9b%e7%9f%a9&tjType=sentence&style=&t=resistance+moment
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%88%87%e5%90%91%e9%98%bb%e5%8a%9b&tjType=sentence&style=&t=tangential+resistance
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%bc%b9%e6%80%a7%e6%a8%a1%e9%87%8f&tjType=sentence&style=&t=elastic+modulus
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e6%9b%b2%e7%8e%87%e5%8d%8a%e5%be%84&tjType=sentence&style=&t=curvature+radius
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3. Multicomponent modeling of asphalt concrete pavement

3.1 The establishment of geometric model of asphalt concrete

This section establishes a geometric model based on a XM series milling planer. The cutting radius

with the tool is 350mm, the working parameters of the machine are shown in table 5.

In the simulated asphalt concrete model, the XY rectangular coordinate system is established with the

intersection point of its upper surface and the right boundary as the origin. Combining with the results of

the cutter mechanics and kinematics analysis, importing the trajectory equation of the second cutter into

the coordinate system. The tool tip is at the lowest point of the cutting depth H=50mm, the coordinates of

the starting position of the tool tip are (0, -50); the reference point coordinate of the cutter rotation center

is (0,300). Fig. 6 may refer.

Asphalt concrete is considered as a uniform continuum due to traditional methods, it is difficult to

study the relationship between the meso-components of asphalt concrete and the overall physical

properties. Therefore, this model focuses on reflecting the microscopic structure of the internal

components of the specimen, and it is a nonuniform materials cutting study.

The aggregate particles in asphalt concrete are a random distribution and arrangement inside, the

specific position coordinate values of the aggregate particles are required to use the random number as a

tool by the modeler, Monte Carlo algorithm (Ref 13) as a commonly used random sampling method, it has

been widely used in the experiment and simulation of various random models. Python is an object-oriented

dynamic type computer programming language, it is usually modeled in conjunction with ABAQUS

software; using Python statements to generate random aggregates, Monte Carlo method is used to generate

random numbers in a specified range at this point. Firstly generating a set of variables randomly

distributed over [0,1], the probability density of the unknown number x can be set to:

 








]1,0[0
]1,0[1

x
x
x

f
，

，
(18)

The variables distributed on [0,1] are the most basic variables, and the other variables in any other

interval can be transformed by it. The gradation of asphalt concrete refers to the quantitative ratio of

different size particles in aggregate. Early 20th century, Fuller proposed the ideal maximum compactness

gradation curve (Ref 8,9), the asphalt concrete prepared by the gradation determined by the curve can

produce the best physical structure and strength. Fuller's parabolic equation is as follows

max
100

D
Dp  (19)
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In the formula：

p——The mass percentage of aggregate through a mesh:

D——Aggregate diameter:

maxD ——Maximum diameter of aggregate particles:

The quantity accumulation frequency distribution of aggregate diameter D is:

2/1
max

2
max

2/1
0

2
0

2/122/1
0

2
0

/1/1

/1/1
）（F

DDDD

DDDD
D




 (20)

Aggregate particles composed of pebbles or artificially broken limestone are irregular in appearance,

but most of the asphalt concrete interface is approximately circular. Therefore, when simulating the asphalt

concrete of this type of aggregate, the plane circular shape is used as the geometric model of the aggregate.

For the aggregate geometric model on a two-dimensional plane, the following cumulative distribution

function (Ref 6) is generally used to represent the probability of satisfying the diameter 0DD  at any

interface in asphalt concrete:

   
 
   
  ]/025.0

/0045.0/012.0

/053.0

/065.1[

max
10

max0

8
max0

6
max0

4
max0

2/1
max0c

DDD

DDDD

DD

DDPD0DP k









(21)

In the formula:

0D ——Minimum diameter of aggregate particles

maxD ——Maximum diameter of aggregate particles

kP ——The ratio of aggregate volume to asphalt concrete volume

The maximum diameter of the aggregate particles used in this paper is 19mm, the smallest aggregate

particle diameter is 9.5mm, using continuous grading, and the ratio of aggregate area to specimen size is

0.75, and the probability cP is obtained according to formula Eq.(21), as shown in table 6.

According to the above data and combined with Monte Carlo method, a random asphalt concrete

aggregate model can be generated. The steps are as follows:

(1) Determining the spatial extent of the aggregate particles, the diameter and number of aggregate

particles

(2) Using the random statement in Python, the corresponding random mathematical variables of [0,1]

are randomly transformed to obtain the required random variable

(3) Set the centroid coordinates to random variable values and translate the work plane to the centroid
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(4) Interference judgment is required during the aggregate delivery process. If the coordinate distance

between any two aggregates is not less than the sum of the radii, it can be successfully delivered. If less

than, the delivery ends and the aggregate coordinate position and radius information is regenerated.

(5) After the delivery process ends, translating the working plane to the center coordinates of each

aggregate to generate circular aggregate and recording the number of aggregates.

According to the above process cycles until the number of aggregates and volume rate meeting the

requirements.

In order to improve computing efficiency, non-cutting areas and cutting areas are meshed with

different densities. Because asphalt mortar and aggregate particles are two different materials, therefore,

the asphalt mortar and cutter in this chapter are divided by a triangular mesh, aggregate particles are

meshed using quadrilateral elements; this kind of particles division can ensure relatively high analysis

accuracy, bilinear displacement and temperature, just as Fig.6. The composition of each component is

shown in Fig 7. Different particles are meshed with different elements.

3.2 Material parameter settings

Just as tables 7,8,9.

3.3 Asphalt concrete failure separation criteria

The failure separation criterion determines the separation condition of the material under the cutting.

The failure parameter expression is:

pl-
f

-pl-pl
0




 
 (22)

In the formula:

pl
0 ——the initial value of the equivalent plastic strain;

pl
 ——Failure strain;

pl
 ——Equivalent plastic strain.

3.4 Define contact pairs

In the asphalt concrete cutting process, due to the complicated internal mechanical conditions of the

cutting area, a total of three sets of contact pairs was set:

(1) Aggregate-Asphalt mortar contact pairs: The interaction in the normal direction was set as the

hard contact method. Setting the frictional action in the tangential direction is no friction, and allows the

contact pairs to be separated from each other. Assembling the set of nodes on the asphalt mortar and
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aggregate as the first and second surfaces, respectively. The constraint way uses the motion contact

method and the finite slip formula, as shown in Fig. 8.

(2) Cutting tool-Aggregate and Cutting tool-Asphalt Mortar contact pairs: The contact pairs use the

surface to surface contact modes, setting the rake face and the rear face of the tool as the first surfaces, and

the nodes on the asphalt mortar or aggregate as the second and third surfaces; In tangential mode, the

penalty contact method is adopted as the mechanical formula; In normal mode, the interaction is also set as

the hard contact method and the contact pairs are allowed to separate from each other; In restricted mode,

the motion contact method and finite slip formula are used, as shown in Fig. 9.

3.5 Set boundary conditions

In the process of cutting simulation, the bottom of the specimen is completely fixed because there is

no obvious deformation at there. The rotary center is set as the reference point of the tool RP, and the tool

is specifically set as a rigid body; The cutter rotates uniformly around the RP point at the rotation center,

and the rotation rate n=200r/min. Meanwhile, the cutter is given a horizontal and constant feed rate

v0=200mm/s, as shown in Fig 10.

4. Simulation results and processing

Using software to simulate the cutting process, the cutting resistance of milling tool in the cutting

process can be derived after all steps. In the result of display interface of ABAQUS, click generate XY

direction data and select field variable output, select the cutting reference point (tool tip) on the specific

tool, check the reaction force option（RF-Reaction force). In the output result, the X-direction cutting force,

the Y-direction cutting force, and the cutting force resultant force are represented by RF1, RF2, and

Magnitude, respectively. According to the results of the mechanics and kinematics analysis in Section 2,

combined with the above data, the cutting resistance of the tool in the cutting operation can be obtained.

Finally, by importing the results into MATLAB software, the working resistance value can be obtained.

4.1 Simulation of the cutting process and cutting force

Through the finite element modeling and analysis mentioned above, the X and Y component forces of

the cutting force can be obtained. As shown in Fig. 11. The variation curves of X and Y components of

cutting force received by the cutter present a parabolic distribution in general, and its value fluctuates

within a certain range. MATLAB software can be used to calculate the average cutting force of the cutter

in the cutting process, which xF =2547.3N， yF =572.4N。

In the cutting process, the cutting force curve fluctuates to some extent due to the collision and

compression of the tool with asphalt mortar and aggregate particles respectively. By hiding asphalt mortar
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or aggregate particles respectively in ABAQUS software, only the set of particles on one of the

components is extracted and the force value is derived, which can be used to deduce the force conditions

when the cutter comes into contact with it alone. As shown in Fig. 12-13.

As can be seen from Fig 12, the average X-direction cutting resistance when the tool is in contact

with the aggregate particle is 3748.45 N, and the average X-direction cutting resistance when contacting

with the asphalt mortar is 2768.56N. These data is helpful for researching the milling planer.

According to Fig 13, the average y-direction cutting resistance when the cutter contacts with

aggregate particle is 1446.34N, and the average y-direction cutting resistance when the cutter contacts

with asphalt mortar is 884.31N

4.2 Calculation of tool frictional resistance and average cutting torque

In the section 2, the force analysis and kinematics analysis of the cutting work of the tool have been

carried out, in the cutting process, when the tool following the cutting rotor and rotates to the K2’ point,

the cutting thickness reaches the maximum value. At this time, the rotation angle '
2 of the tool satisfies

the following formula:
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In Eq. (23), the rotor radius R, the cutting thickness H, the rotor speed n, and the feed rate v are all

known, so the specific values of the constants A and B can be calculated. Bring the milling machine

operating parameters of Table 5 into Eq. (23) :
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Import tool path Eq. (25) into MATLAB software, and set the boundary conditions, let be   0'
2 f ,

attainable 493.0'
2  .
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At the moment： 32.15dmax 

The working parameters in Table 5 and the X and Y component forces of the cutting force obtained

by simulation in the above are introduced into MATLAB to obtain the curve of the frictional resistance, as

shown in Fig. 14.

Calculate the average frictional resistance by uF =1275.4N using MATLAB software. The cutting

thickness of the tool changes with time, so the average cutting thickness of the default cutting process

during the calculation is d=dmax/2; Multiplying the X and Y component forces of the cutting force by the

cosine and sine of their respective angles with the tool axis, namely

  NFx 3.2420cos 2     NFy 6.367sin 2  

At this point, the average cutting torque during the work can be calculated:

        
m  1113.62

3/2/sinsincos 212y2xz





N
dRFFFM max 

This value is close to the relevant test calculation data.

4.3 Effect of cutting rotor speed n on the cutting process

The cutting process was simulated according to the Working parameters in Table 10, results please to

see Fig 15. From the figure, we know that the maximum cutting stress reached 408MPa. The cutting

surface morphology is shown in Fig.16. From the figure, we know that during the cutting process the

aggregate and the mortar particles are cut apart. This is useful for us to realize the cutting process. The

cutting force curves of the tool in the X and Y directions during cutting are shown in Figures 17 and 18.

According to Eq. (9) and (10), the values of the cutting force and the average moment received by the tool

at different cutting rotor speeds can be calculated, as shown in table 11.

According to the simulation results, it can be concluded that when the cutting rotor speed n increases

within a certain range, the cutting force condition of the tool and its value are reduced to some extent. For

each 50r/min increase in cutting rotor speed, the corresponding average frictional resistance decreases by

3%-9%, the average cutting force torque decreases by 2%-8%, and the specific energy consumption

coefficient decreases by 5.4%-9.8%. Because the micro-mechanical method is used to reflect the internal

structure of asphalt concrete, the cutting force will be abrupt when the tool contacts the aggregate particles

during the cutting process, such as in Fig.17~18.
4.4 Effect of cutting depth H on the cutting process

The cutting process was simulated according to the operating parameters in Table 12. The cutting

force curves of the tool in the X and Y directions during cutting are shown in Figs.19 and 20. According to
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the Eq. (9) and (10), the values of the cutting force and the average cutting torque received by the tool at

different depths of cut can be calculated, as shown in table 13.

According to the simulation results, it can be concluded that when the cutting depth H increases

within a certain range, the cutting force value of the tool will increase to a certain extent. For each 10mm

increase in cutting depth, the corresponding average cutting force increases by 9.3%-22.1%, the average

milling torque increases by 18%-25%, and the specific energy consumption coefficient increases by

6.8%-29%. It can be seen that the frictional resistance of the tool is positively correlated with the depth of

cut, and the growth rate is accelerated after the depth exceeds 50mm.

4.5. The influence of feed rate v on the cutting process

The cutting process is simulated according to the working parameters in table 14. In the cutting

process, the cutting force curves of the tool in the X and Y directions can be calculated. According to Eq.

(9) and (10), the values of the cutting force, frictional resistance and average cutting torque received by the

tool at different feed rates can be calculated, as shown in table 15. The working process at different feed

rates is shown in the figure 21.

According to the simulation results, it can be concluded that when the feed rate v increases within a

certain range, the cutting force and its value of the cutter also increase. For each step increase in feed rate,

the average frictional resistance of the tool increases by 13.3%-5.3%, the average cutting torque increases

by 3%-6.2%, and the specific energy dissipation coefficient increases by 1.1%-6.3%.

5. Data analysis and discussion

According to the numerical simulation of the cutting process under several groups different working

parameters, and the calculation and comparison of the data, we got the information that the data may be

used to judge the degree of the tool wear and the variation trend of cutting force of the milling machine.

According to the results of the tables 11 to 15, the cutting force received by the tool in the working

process is directly related to the working parameters of the feed rate, the rotational speed and the cutting

depth, such as table 16, so the value of the cutting force can be used as the criterion for determining the

degree of tool wear. According to Fig. 17 to 21, in the three physical quantities of the X-direction average

cutting force Fx, the Y-direction average cutting force Fy, and the average frictional resistance Fμ, the value

of the Y-direction average cutting force Fy is relatively stable, and is least affected by the changes of three

working parameters. So it is not suitable used as the basis for determining the degree of the tool wear; The

X-direction average cutting force Fx is most obviously affected by the change of the working parameters,

but considering its always along the direction of the milling machine feed rate, it can’t affect the direction

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e8%bf%9b%e7%bb%99%e9%80%9f%e5%ba%a6&tjType=sentence&style=&t=feed+rate
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of the force on the contact surface of the tool and the road materials. A situation that changes over time;

and the average frictional resistance is Fμ in the direction of the cutting waste flowing out of the tool rake

face at any time, and the coordinate system of the force always follows the movement of the tool; this

chapter regards the average frictional resistance of the tool as its wear criterion. The correlation between

the average frictional resistance Fμ and the parameter level is shown in Fig. 22.

Fig. 22 visually shows the influence trend of the feeding rate v, cutting speed n and cutting depth H

on the average friction resistance in the cutting process of the milling machine, and then the wear

condition of the cutter under different working parameters can be analyzed according to the numerical

value of the average friction resistance. The main problems in use for the milling machine are the wear of

the tools. When the rotor speed n and the cutting depth H are constant, the average frictional resistance Fμ

is positively correlated with the feed rate v, but the increase range is limited, so the parameter level curve

corresponding to the feed rate is positively correlated; It can be seen that when the cutting depth is

increased from 50mm to 60mm, the curve is steep, indicating that the increase of friction resistance is

accelerated at the same time.

According to the conclusion of the above data processing, in order to improve the wear condition, a

higher cutting rotor speed n and an appropriate cutting depth H should be preferred, and the feed rate can

be determined according to actual construction requirements.

Fig.23 shows the variation trend of specific energy dissipation coefficient  with parameter grade. It

can be seen from the figure that the coefficient  is negatively correlated with the rotating speed of the

cutting rotor, but positively correlated with the feeding rate and cutting depth of the milling machine,

especially the increase of cutting depth will make the specific energy dissipation coefficient  rise

rapidly.

In the process of theoretical analysis, reducing the feed rate v and cutting depth H can help to reduce

the tool wear, but this inevitably reduces the work efficiency of the milling machine and thus causes the

construction period delay. Higher rotational speed can appropriately reduce cutting force and alleviate

wear, but working at a higher rotational speed may cause the machine great vibrations. So it is not

advisable to increase the rotational speed of the cutting rotor blindly. Therefore, according to the gradient

changes of each working parameter corresponding to the four parameter levels, the optimal combination of

working parameters is summarized, as shown in table 17.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, Python software is combined with Monte Carlo algorithm to complete the random
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feeding of aggregate particle in asphalt concrete milling process. The simulation model of the working

process is established by ABAQUS and its numerical analysis and research are carried out. The research

idea of meso-mechanics is used in the model. Through the control variable method, the influence of the

main working parameters of the milling planer on the cutting performance of the cutter is studied. The

X-direction and Y-direction component values of the cutting resistance of the tool can be directly obtained

through the simulation process. Combined with the relevant formulas derived from the cutter motion and

mechanical analysis, the values of frictional resistance and resistance moment suffered by the cutter during

the cutting process can be calculated in MATLAB software. It is comprehensively analyzed the influence

of various working parameters on the cutting performance of the cutter and finally it is transformed into a

more intuitive figures to study their respective trends. Finally, a more appropriate set of working data is

summarized.
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Figures

Figure 1

The curve of shear stress and con�ning pressure of asphalt concrete



Figure 2

Cutting path of the before and after two tools



Figure 3

Tool force analysis diagram



Figure 4

The analysis diagram of tool force on cutting rotor



Figure 5

The cutting rotor on XY section force



Figure 6

Meshing of the cutting process model

Figure 7

Material model of each component in the cutting model



Figure 8

The contact pairs of the pavement materials

Figure 9

Contact pairs of the cutter with asphalt mortar and aggregate particles



Figure 10

Boundary conditions and constraints are imposed on the road surface and the tool



Figure 11

The curve of X and Y components of cutting force

Figure 12

X - direction curve of cutting force in contact with different components



Figure 13

The variation curves of cutting force in Y direction when the cutter is in contact with different
components



Figure 14

Friction resistance curve



Figure 15

Cutting process stress nephogram: (a) t=0.01s, (b) t=0.02s, (c) t=0.03s, (d) t=0.04s

Figure 16

Cutting surface morphology after the end of the process



Figure 17

X-direction cutting force at different speeds



Figure 18

Y-direction cutting force at different speeds



Figure 19

X-direction cutting force at different depths of cut



Figure 20

Y-direction cutting force at different depths of cut



Figure 21

Schematic diagram of working process at different feed rates: (a) v=100(mm/s), (b) v=400(mm/s)



Figure 22

Variation trend of tool friction resistance with parameter grade



Figure 23

Variation trend of speci�c energy dissipation coe�cient with parameter grade
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